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had passed through a quarter of an hour of real life, and was
not at all sure that she liked it. ... But now, safe in her
own room, undressing for Alison's monthly, she felt curious
as to what she would have been feeling if things had gone as
far as was proper according to. the authorities. Surely she
had not experienced one-tenth of the thoughts or sensations
that would have been assigned to her in any advanced piece
of literature! It had been disillusioning, or else she was
deficient, and Fleur, could not bear to feel deficient. And,
lightly powdering her shoulders, she bent her thoughts
towards Alison's monthly.
*	*	*	#	#	*
Though Lady Alison enjoyed an occasional encounter
with the younger generation, the Aubrey Greenes and
Linda Frewes of this life were not conspicuous by their pre-
sence at her gatherings. Nesta Gorse, indeed, had once
attended, but one legal and two literary politicos who had
been in contact with her, had complained of it afterwards.
She had, it seemed, rent little spiked holes in the garments
of their self-esteem. Sibley Swan would have been welcome,
for his championship of the past, but he seemed, so far, to
have turned up his nose and looked down it. So it was not
the intelligentsia, but just intellectual society, which was
gathered there when Fleur and Michael entered, and the
conversation had all the sparkle and all the * savoirfaire '
incidental to talk about art and letters by those who—as
Michael put it—" fortunately had not to fain."
" All the same, these are the guys," he muttered in Flour's
ear, " who make the names of artists and writers. What's
the stunt, to-night ? "
It appeared to be the London debut of a lady who sang
Balkan folk songs. But in a refuge to the right were four
tables set out for bridge. They were already filled. Among

